In scientific workflow systems, time related functionalities such as workflow scheduling and temporal verification normally require effective forecasting of activity durations due to the dynamic nature of underlying resources such as Web or Grid services. However, most existing strategies cannot handle well the problems of limited sample size and frequent turning points which are typical for the duration series of scientific workflow activities. To address such problems, we propose a novel pattern based time-series forecasting strategy which utilises a periodical sampling plan to build representative duration series, and then conducts time-series segmentation to discover the smallest pattern set and predicts the activity duration intervals with pattern matching results. The simulation experiment demonstrates the excellent performance of our segmentation algorithm and further shows the effectiveness of our strategy in the prediction of activity duration intervals, especially the ability of handling turning points.
Introduction
Scientific workflow usually underlies in many complex e-science applications such as climate modelling, disaster recovery simulation, astrophysics and high energy physics [4] [17] . In reality, scientific and business processes are normally subjected to some temporal constraints, e.g. relative durations or fixed deadlines. Hence, scientific workflow functionalities such as workflow scheduling and temporal verification are provided to control and monitor the overall temporal correctness of scientific workflow execution [3] [9] . These functionalities often demand a strategy for the prediction of activity duration intervals, namely the upper bound and lower bound of activity completion time, in order to make effective decisions.
In both scientific and business fields, time-series models are probably the most widely used statistical ways for formulating and forecasting the dynamic behaviour of complex systems. A time series is a set of observations made sequentially through time [2] . Some representative time series, including marketing time series, temperature time series and quality control time series, are effectively applied in various scientific and business domains [6] [7] . Similarly, a scientific workflow activity duration time series, or duration series for short, is composed of ordered duration samples obtained from scientific workflow system logs or other forms of historical data. Current forecasting strategies for computation tasks mainly reside on the prediction of CPU load [1] [15] , however, this is quite different from the prediction of scientific workflow activity durations. Activity durations cover the time intervals from the initial submission to the final completion of each workflow activity [3] . Hence, besides the exact execution time on scheduled resources, they also consist of extra time, i.e. scientific workflow overheads. According to [11] , there exist four main categories of scientific workflow overheads, i.e. middleware overhead, data transfer overhead, loss of parallelism overhead and activity related overhead. Evidently, scientific workflow activity durations involve much more affecting factors than that of conventional computation tasks which are dominated by high performance computing resources.
In this paper, we conduct univariate time-series analysis which analyses the behaviour of time series itself to build a model for the correlation between its neighbouring samples [2] . However, two problems of the duration series, i.e. limited sample size and frequent turning points, potentially hinder the effectiveness of conventional time-series models. Limited sample size evidently impedes the fitting of time-series models [10] . Meanwhile, frequent turning points where dramatic deviations from the previous time-series sequences occur significantly deteriorate the overall accuracy of time-series forecasting [19] . To address such two problems, we propose a pattern based time-series forecasting strategy. First, an effective periodical sampling plan is conducted to build representative duration series. Second, a pattern recognition process utilises a novel time-series segmentation algorithm to discover the minimum number of potential patterns which are further validated and associated with specified turning points. Third, given the latest duration sequences, pattern matching and interval forecasting are performed to make predictions based on the statistical features of the best-matched patterns. Meanwhile, concerning the occurrences of turning points, three types of duration sequences are identified and then handled with different pattern matching results. The simulation experiment conducted in our SwinDeW-G (Swinburne Decentralised Workflow for Grid) scientific workflow system [16] verifies that our time-series segmentation algorithm is capable of discovering the smallest potential pattern set compared with three generic algorithms, i.e. Sliding Windows, Top-Down and Bottom-Up [8] . It further demonstrates the performance of our strategy in the prediction of high confidence duration intervals and the handling of turning points by the comparison to two intuitive yet practical methods of MEAN and LAST [6] [10] .
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the related work and problem analysis. Section 3 defines the duration-series patterns and proposes our pattern based time-series forecasting strategy. Section 4 presents the algorithms designed for the strategy. Section 5 demonstrates a comprehensive simulation experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of our strategy. Finally, Section 6 addresses our conclusion and future work.
Related work and problem analysis

Related work
Five service performance estimation approaches, i.e. simulation, analytical modelling, historical data, on-line learning and hybrid, are proposed in [17] . In general, time-series forecasting belongs to historical data based approaches. Currently, most work focuses on the prediction of CPU load since it is the dominant factor for the durations of computation intensive activities. Typical linear time-series models such as AR, MA and Box-Jenkins are fitted to perform host load prediction in [6] where it claims that most time-series models are sufficient for host load prediction and recommend AR(16) which consumes miniscule computation cost. [18] proposes a one-step-ahead and low-overhead timeseries forecasting strategy which tracks recent trends by giving more weight to recent data. A hybrid model which integrates the AR model with confidence interval is proposed in [15] to perform n-step-ahead load prediction. A different strategy proposed in [13] predicts application duration with historical information where search techniques are employed to determine those application characteristics that yield the best definition of similarity. The work in [1] investigates extended forecast of both CPU and network load on computation grid to achieve effective load balancing. The authors in [19] mention the problem of turning points which brings large prediction errors to time-series models. However, few solutions have been proposed to investigate more affecting factors and handle turning points.
Time-series patterns can be employed for complex prediction tasks, such as the trend analysis and value estimation in stock market, product sales and weather forecast [2] [5] . The major two tasks in pattern based time-series forecasting are pattern recognition which discovers time-series patterns according to the pattern definition and pattern matching which searches for the similar patterns with given query sequences [7] . To facilitate complex time-series analysis such as timeseries clustering and fast similarity search, time-series segmentation is often employed to reduce the variances in each segment so that they can be described by simple linear or non-linear models [5] [8] . In general, most segmentation algorithms can be classified into three generic algorithms with some variations, i.e. Sliding Windows, Top-Down and Bottom-Up. The process of Sliding Windows is like sequential scanning where the segments keep increasing with each new point until some thresholds are violated. The basic idea of the Top-Down algorithm is the repetition of the splitting process where the original time series is equally divided until all segments meet the stopping criteria. In contrast to Top-Down, the basic process of the Bottom-Up algorithm is merging where the finest segments are merged constantly until some thresholds are violated. However, hybrid algorithms which take advantages of the three generic algorithms by modifications and combinations are often more practical [7] [8] [14] .
Problem analysis
As we mentioned earlier, the following two problems of duration series may hinder the implementation of conventional linear univariate time-series models.
1) Limited sample size. Current work on the prediction of CPU load such as AR(16) demands a large sample size to fit the model and at least 16 prior points to make one prediction. However, this becomes a real issue for scientific workflow activity duration series. Unlike CPU load which reflects an instant state and the observations can be measured at any time with high sampling rates such as 1Hz [6] [19] , scientific workflow activity durations denote discrete long-term intervals since activity instances only occur occasionally and take several minutes or more than a couple of hours to complete. Meanwhile, due to the limits of available resources, the number of concurrent activity instances is usually constrained. Therefore, the duration sample size is often limited and linear time-series models cannot be fitted effectively. However, time-series patterns are not restricted by this problem since their lengths are very scalable according to the behaviour of the time series [7] .
2) Frequent turning points. A significant problem which deteriorates the effectiveness of linear time-series models is the occurrence of turning points where large deviations from the previous duration sequences take place [19] . This problem resides not only in the prediction of CPU load, but also in the forecasting of activity durations. Actually, due to the uneven distribution of activity instances, the system environment is usually of great differences even between neighbouring duration-series segments. For example, the average number of concurrent activity instances observed in the unit of (10:00am~11:00am) may well be bigger than that of (9:00am~10:00am) due to the normal schedule of working hours. Therefore, activity instances are unevenly distributed and frequent turning points are hence often expected. This further emphasises the importance of effective turning points discovery and handling in the forecasting of scientific workflow activity durations.
Based on the above analysis, rather than fitting conventional linear time-series models in this paper, we investigate the idea of pattern based time-series forecasting. To our best knowledge, this is the first time to investigate time-series patterns to predict scientific workflow activity durations.
Pattern based forecasting strategy
Duration-series patterns
The motivation for pattern based time-series forecasting comes from the observation that for those duration-series segments where the number of concurrent activity instances is similar, these activity durations reveal comparable statistical features. It is obvious that when the number of concurrent activity instances increases, the average resources that can be scheduled for each activity decrease while the overall workflow overheads increase, and vice versa. Accordingly, the duration series behaves up and down though it may not necessarily follow a linear relationship. This phenomenon is especially evident when scientific workflow systems adopt market-driven or trust-driven scheduling strategies that give preferences to a limited range of resources [17] . Furthermore, if these segments reappear frequently during a duration series, they can be deemed as potential patterns which represent unique behaviour of the duration-series under certain circumstances. Therefore, if we are able to define and discover these typical patterns, the intervals of future durations can be estimated with the statistical features of the closest patterns by matching the latest duration sequences. Based on this motivation, here, we present the definition of duration-series patterns as follows.
Definition 
Time-series forecasting strategy
Our pattern based time-series forecasting strategy consists of four consecutive steps as depicted in the outlier of Fig. 1 , i.e. duration series building, duration pattern recognition, duration pattern matching and duration interval forecasting. The inner three circles stand for the three basic factors concerned with activity durations, i.e. characteristics of the scientific activity itself, high level scientific workflow specifications and low level resources performance. Here, we illustrate the process of each step while leaving the detailed algorithms to Section 4. 1) Duration series building. In our strategy, we adopt a periodical sampling plan where the samples having their submission time belonging to the same observation unit of each period are treated as samples for the same unit. Afterwards, a representative duration series is built with the sample mean of each unit. This periodical sampling plan effectively solves the problem of limited sample size and uneven distribution, since samples are assembled to increase the density of each observation unit. Meanwhile, recurrent frequencies of duration-series segments are statistically guaranteed. Therefore, we only need to analyse the representative duration series, and if a pattern is identified for this representative duration series, it is also statistically a pattern for the entire historic duration series.
2) Duration pattern recognition. Duration In our strategy, the pattern recognition process contains two parts. The first part is to identify a potential pattern set. For this purpose, we design a novel non-linear time-series segmentation algorithm named K-MaxSDev to achieve better performance compared with the three generic algorithms in discovering the minimum number of potential duration-series patterns which reflect the fundamental behaviour patterns of duration series. The second part is to check the validity of these segments by the minimum length threshold and specify the turning points for each valid pattern. The minimum length threshold is set to filter those segments which have not enough samples for pattern matching. Meanwhile, we emphasise the proactive identification of turning points so as to eliminate large prediction errors. In our strategy, turning points are those on the edge of two adjacent segments where the testing criterion is violated.
3) Duration pattern matching. Given the latest duration sequence, duration pattern matching is to find out the closest pattern with similarity search based on absolute differences of their sample means. However, due to the occurrences of turning points, three types of duration sequences, i.e. the type where the sequence contains internal turning points, the type where the next value of the sequence is probably a turning point and the type for the remainder of the sequences, are first identified based on their statistical features. 4) Duration interval forecasting. With the pattern matching results, duration intervals are specified accordingly with a given confidence under the assumption that the samples within a pattern follow the normal distribution. Note that in this paper, we focus on one-step-ahead prediction. But since the predicted value can also be deemed as new samples, multi-step-ahead prediction can be performed as well.
Algorithms for forecasting strategy
Time-series segmentation algorithm
In this section, we propose K-MaxSDev, a non-linear time-series segmentation algorithm which is designed to formulate the duration series with the minimum number of segments, i.e. potential duration-series patterns. Here, K is the initial value for equal segmentation and MaxSDev is the Maximum Standard Deviation specified as the testing criterion. The intuition for the initial K equal segmentation is an efficiency enhancement to the generic Bottom-Up algorithm which normally starts from the finest equal segments with the length of 2. This modification can save significant computation time at the initial stage. MaxSDev comes directly from the requirement for precise interval forecasting where the variances in each segment need to be controlled within a maximum threshold in order to guarantee an accurate small bound of the predicted durations.
K-MaxSDev is a hybrid algorithm which can be described as follows. It starts from Bottom-Up with K initial equal segmentation, followed by the repetitive process of Sliding Windows and Top-Down with the testing criterion of MaxSDev. Here, the basic merging element of Sliding Windows is not a single point but a segment. Meanwhile, the windows can slide both forward and backward to merge as many segments as possible. As for Top-Down, it equally splits those segments which cannot be merged with any neighbours. This repetitive process stops when all individual segments cannot be merged with their neighbours any more. Evidently, the aim here is to discover the minimum number of segments. The purpose of designing K-MaxSDev rather than employing existing algorithms is to take full advantage of these three generic algorithms to achieve a better overall performance in our scenario. The pseudo-code for the K-MaxSDev algorithm is presented in Table 1 and its notations are listed in Table 2 . The empirical function for choosing K is based on the equal segmentation tests. The candidates of K are defined to be in the form of i 2 and should be a value of no bigger than 4 n where i is a natural number and n is the length of the duration series. Otherwise, K-MaxSDev is turning into Bottom-up with low efficiency. The process is that we first choose some of the candidates and perform equal segmentation. We calculate the mean for each segment and rank each candidate according to the average of the absolute differences between the means of neighbouring segments. The intuition is that initial segmentation should ensure large differences between the means of segments, so as to guarantee the efficiency of the segmentation algorithm. The formula for the empirical function is denoted as follows:
The theoretical basis for MaxSDev is the Tchebysheff's theorem [12] which has been widely used in the statistics theory. According to the theorem, given a number d greater than or equal to 1 and a set of n samples, at least With the discovered potential duration-series patterns, we further check their validity with the specified minimum length threshold defined as Min_pattern_length which should be normally larger than 3 so as to get effective statistics. Afterwards, we identify those turning points associated with each valid pattern. Specifically, turning points are defined as the points where the testing criterion of MaxSDev is violated. Since our segmentation algorithm actually ensures that the violations of MaxSDev only occur on the edge of two adjacent segments, as shown in Table 3 , turning points are either specified by the mean of the next invalid pattern or the first value of the next valid pattern. Evidently, this specification of turning points captures the locations where large prediction errors mostly tend to happen.
Algorithm for pattern matching and interval forecasting
As we mentioned in Section 3, the most important issue for pattern matching and interval forecasting is to identify the type of the latest duration sequence. Specifically, we define three types of duration sequences, i.e. the type where the sequence contains internal turning points, the type where the next value of the sequence is probably a turning point and the type for the remainder of the sequences. As presented in Table 4 , the types of sequences are identified based on standard deviations. For the first type of duration sequence which has a standard deviation larger than MaxSDev, it cannot be matched with any valid patterns and must contain at least one turning point. Therefore, we need to first locate the turning points and then conduct pattern matching with the remainder of the duration sequence. However, to ensure the effectiveness of the prediction, if the length of the remainder duration sequence is smaller than the minimum pattern length, the duration interval is specified with the mean of the duration sequence while its standard deviation is substituted by MaxSDev. Note that the matched pattern is defined as the valid pattern of which the statistical mean has the minimum absolute difference with that of the latest duration sequence. As for the second type, it is identified when the standard deviation of the latest duration sequence is larger than that of the matched pattern but smaller than MaxSDev. In this case, the next value of the sequence will probably be a turning point since it is on the edge of two different patterns according to our pattern recognition process. Therefore, the mean of the next value is specified with the associated turning point of its matched pattern and the standard deviation is specified with MaxSDev. For the third type of sequence where its standard deviation is smaller than its matched pattern, the next value is predicted with the statistical features of the matched patterns as a refinement to that of the latest duration sequence. As presented in Table 4 , we illustrate the specification of duration intervals with normal distribution which is a kind of symmetric probability distribution. For example, given λ which is the % α confidence percentile for normal distribution,
, where μ and σ stands for the statistical sample mean and standard deviation respectively. However, if the samples of a pattern follow non-normal distribution models, such as Gamma distribution, lognormal distribution or Beta distribution, changes can be made accordingly [10] .
Evaluation
Simulation environment
SwinDeW-G is a peer-to-peer based scientific workflow system running on the SwinGrid (Swinburne service Grid) platform [16] . An overall picture of SwinGrid is depicted in Fig. 2 (bottom plane) which contains many grid nodes distributed in different places. Each grid node contains many computers including high performance PCs and/or supercomputers composed of significant number of computing units. The primary hosting nodes include the Swinburne CITR (Centre for Information Technology Research) Node, Swinburne ESR (Enterprise Systems Research laboratory) Node, Swinburne Astrophysics Supercomputer Node, and Beihang CROWN (China R&D environment Over Wide-area Network) Node in China. They are running Linux, GT4 (Globus Toolkit) or CROWN grid toolkit 2.5 where CROWN is an extension of GT4 with more middleware, hence compatible with GT4. Currently, SwinDeW-G is deployed at all primary hosting nodes as exemplified in Fig. 2 (top plane) . In SwinDeW-G, a scientific workflow is executed by different peers that may be distributed at different grid nodes. As shown in Fig. 2 , each grid node can have a number of peers, and each peer can be simply viewed as a grid service. Fig. 2 Overview of SwinDeW-G environment
Simulation experiment and results
The activity we analysed here is for solving complex thermodynamic equations which occurs frequently on a daily basis within many scientific workflow instances and simulation experiments for meteorological research. This activity is quite representative since it demands high performance computing resources for computation as well as network and I/O facilities for data collection and data transfer. The simulation data and related materials could be found online at www.swinflow.org/docs/TimeSeries.zip . Now, we demonstrate the simulation experiment with each step addressed in Section 3.2.
1) Duration series building. The first step is to build the duration series. Here, we set the basic observation time unit as 15 minutes and the overall observation window as a typical working day of (8:00am~8:00pm). As depicted in Fig. 3(a) , with the period of a day, 15 duration series are built by random sampling without replacement in each observation unit. Here, null values are replaced by the unit sample means plus white noise [2] , i.e. a random number with the mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. Eventually, the representative duration series is built by the composition of the sample mean in each observation unit sequentially through the time. As depicted in Fig. 3(b) , the representative duration series which is to be further analysed lies between the upper and the lower duration series which are composed of the maximum duration and minimum duration of each observation unit respectively. In Fig. 3 , the vertical axis stands for the activity durations with the basic time unit of second. 2) Duration pattern recognition. In this step, we first conduct the K-MaxSDev time-series segmentation algorithm to discover the potential pattern set. Here, we need to assign the value for two parameters, i.e. K and MaxSDev. Based on our empirical function, we choose the candidates of 2, 4, 8, and 12. Based on Formula (1) in Section 4, 4 is ranked the best. As for MaxSDev, based on Formula (2) with the overall sample mean μ as 44.11 and having the candidates of m as 15, 20, 25, and 30, they are specified as 2.21, 2.94, 3.68 and 4.41 respectively. We conduct K-MaxSDev and compare with the three generic segmentation algorithms. With different MaxSDev, the number of segments for the four rounds of test is presented in Fig. 4 . Evidently, with 11, 8, 7 and 5 as the minimum number of segments in each round of test, K-MaxSDev achieves the best performance in terms of discovering the smallest potential pattern set. Table 5 where 8 valid patterns are identified from a total of 11 segments. The valid patterns and their associated turning points are listed in Table 6 . Note that since our observation period is a whole working day, the turning point of Pattern 8 is actually defined as the first value of Pattern 1 to make it complete as a cycle. Here, we also trace back the number of concurrent activities according to the observation units covered by each pattern. The result shows that when the average number of concurrent activities increases with the schedule of working hours, the sample means of activity durations also follow an increasing trend. However, they are evidently not in a linear relationship. Therefore, this observation indeed supports our motivation.
3) Duration pattern matching and 4) Duration interval forecasting. Since these two steps are highly correlated, we demonstrate them together. Here, we randomly select 30 duration sequences from the system logs where the lengths range from 4 to 6 and the last value of each sequence is chosen as the target to be predicted. In our experiment, we adopt the normal distribution model to specify the duration intervals with a high confidence of 95% which denotes the corresponding confidence percentile to be 1.96 [12] . As shown in Fig. 5 , for 25 cases, the target value lies within the predicted duration intervals. As for the rest of the 5 cases, the target values deviate only slightly from the intervals. Therefore, the performance of interval forecasting is effective. [10] which adopt the sample mean or the last value of the latest sequences respectively as the predicted value are implemented for comparison. We compare them with our predicted means since they can only predict point values. Here, the prediction error is defined as the absolute difference between the predicted mean and the target value. As seen from Fig. 6 , our pattern based strategy behaves better than MEAN and LAST for most individual cases, especially for the sequences such as numbers 2, 5 and 7 where the target value is a turning point and the sequences such as numbers 18, 20 and 30 where the sequences contain turning points in themselves. To get an overall view of the performance, we also depict the sum of errors for each of 5 cases in Fig. 7 . It evidently shows that our strategy behaves more stable with smaller errors. 
Conclusion and future work
The performance of conventional linear time-series models can be seriously deteriorated due to the problems limited sample size and frequent turning points. To address such problems, in this paper, a novel pattern based time-series forecasting strategy has been proposed. Our strategy can adapt to small sample size with a periodical sampling plan and handle turning points with an effective process of pattern recognition and pattern matching. Specifically, the K-MaxSDev time-series segmentation algorithm has been presented to discover the minimum number of potential patterns. Concerning the occurrences of turning points, three types of duration sequences were identified and specified with different pattern matching results. With that, accurate duration intervals can be predicted. The simulation experiment has demonstrated that our K-MaxSDev segmentation algorithm performs better than three generic algorithms, i.e. Sliding Windows, Top-Down and Bottom-Up, in terms of discovering the smallest potential pattern set. Furthermore, the prediction results have shown that our strategy can effectively handle the occurrences of turning points and specify high confidence duration intervals with relatively smaller errors than the intuitive yet practical methods of MEAN and LAST.
In the future, we will further investigate time-series patterns in more scientific workflow scenarios, such as workflow scheduling and temporal verification.
